
As Maria Grazia Chiuri said once:"Fashion

can do a lot. Fashion is very popular, so it

can help broadcast a message and reach a

new generation"

On Trendblog, we believe in democracy in

fashion, we trust that each individual should

have a voice, we see that real people like

you and I are the Trendsetters of tomorrow.

Fashion is only the attempt to realize art in

living forms and social intercourse.  

Each character expresses the beautiful

complication that creates his identity

through his unique vision of fashion with the

history behind it, the different backgrounds,

the ethnicities, the cultures, the colors and

every element that makes that complexity

the richest form of art. Therefore, you don't

have to be famous, nor have a lot of

followers,

You are an artist, you are a Trendsetter and

your opinion matters!
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Body shape basically refers to your body

shape and measurements. So, while

measuring your bust, waist, and hips you

can easily find your body shape. There is

no 'best' or 'worst' body shape, every

silhouette is perfect in its own way. 

But there are some mistakes to avoid while

dressing up since the human eye is

naturally drawn to symmetrical things.So

today, we will talk about the 4 different

body types and how you can edit your outfit

to highlight your figure

The apple body shape is characterized by

narrow hips, large bust and a full

midsection. This body type needs to

balance the look at the waist-line to have a

visual symmetry. Therefore, choosing waist

belts or waist knotted dresses or blouses

would be the perfect choice. As an

additional tip, dark colors give the illusion

of looking thinner, so using dark colored

tops, preferably with a V neck line along

with wide leg high waisted bottoms are the

best choice for an apple-shaped body.

source:britandrus.com



Fashion has always

been the fruit of

innovation, and now, it

is changing and

evolving at a faster

pace than ever.Today,

we live in a world

where the future is

now! In this article, you

will discover the future

of fashion by listing the

best of new up-and-

coming designers on

the fashion market.

The coolest Amsterdam-based label

Gauge81 launched a little over a year

ago had a massive boom in sales

because of the minimalistic pieces

and eveningwear with a high-end

designer feel at a reasonable price

point. Celebrities like Selena Gomez

have been seen debuting outfits from

Gauge81. Some of the brand’s

coolest pieces have been sold in a

matter of hours.

Gauge81

Emerging
designers
you need to
discover

source:gauge81.com



parisgeorgiastore.com

Paris Georgia is a brand,

created by the two best friends

Paris Temple and Georgia

Cherrie in 2015 and had a

massive success. The brand is

a reflection of the founders’

personalities. It was designed in

New Zealand and its main

focuses are high-quality

materials, feminine but

empowering pieces and simple

designs.

Paris Georgia

Source:attuale.com



"You can have
anything you
want in life if

you dress for it."
Edith Head



15 ITEMS
YOU MUST
HAVE IN
YOUR CLOSET

We often hear people say “this is a fashion

basic”...What is a fashion basic anyway?It’s

timeless pieces that never go out of trend, they

can be worn ANYTIME and ANYWHERE. 

Your fashion basics are the spine of your

wardrobe. Therefore, it is best to invest in good

quality basics because you’re going to wear them

very often and they’re gonna stay in your closet

for a very long time. After all, you’re going to

invest a budget on the long term and you’re

going to save a lot more money

eventually.Another tip...investing in basics helps

you avoid impulsive buying because most of us

tend to buy eccentric or very different items that

end up filling our closet with mismatched clothes

that go out of trend in the blink of an eye.

Of course you can allow yourself to buy special

items to tweak your style, but the idea is far from

having a boring closet, you can take basic items

to a whole new level just by adding the right

accessories.

Here is the list of the 15 must-have items your closet

needs: 

1 : THE BLUE JEANS

source:pieces.comsource:pieces.com


